Abstract-Development of tactile displays to enhance palpation of lumps during robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery is challenging due to size and weight constraints, motivating a pneumatic actuation strategy. This work describes the quantitative and psychophysical assessment of an air-jet tactile display that creates a lump percept by directing pressurized air through an aperture onto the finger. The air pressure and aperture size are meant to control the hardness and size, respectively, of the perceived lump. Jet impingement pressure and flow rate were measured by capacitive tactile sensors and mass flow meters at varying aperture sizes and pressures. The air-jet pressure profile width evolves as jet theory predicts and is largely independent of supply pressure (and therefore jet exit velocity). The method of constant stimuli was used to determine the just noticeable differences (JNDs) for the air pressure and aperture size. Qualitative results indicate that subjects perceive the stimulus as a "lump-like" shape. Pressure JNDs ranged from 19.6-24.4 kPag and aperture size JNDs ranged from 0.50-0.66 mm. No significant correlation exists between the supply pressure and changes in perceived lump size. However, pressure JNDs show significant (p < 0:001) inverse correlation with aperture size, with improved discrimination at larger apertures, where a greater finger pad area is stimulated.
INTRODUCTION
R OBOT-ASSISTED minimally invasive surgery (RMIS) systems have augmented traditional minimally invasive surgery (MIS) by providing surgeons with stereoscopic vision, increased dexterity and precision, and motion scaling. In such systems, the surgeon interacts with the tissue through teleoperation, which isolates the surgeon from direct physical contact with the tissue. Kinesthetic (force) and tactile (cutaneous) feedback are minimal, leaving surgeons to rely almost exclusively on visual cues [1] .
Much of the previous haptic feedback research for MIS and RMIS applications has focused on kinesthetic feedback, e.g., [2] , [3] , [4] . The need to restore tactile feedback during many surgical tasks remains a well-documented challenge [5] . One such task is lump detection, which requires localizing hard lumps embedded in the soft tissues of the body. Cancer, for example, typically manifests as hard lumps (tumors) in the soft tissues of the breast, prostate, lung, and other tissues. These lumps are significantly stiffer than the surrounding tissue [6] , [7] and are embedded beneath the tissue, and therefore not visible. These lumps can be localized during open surgery when the surgeon's fingertips are in direct contact with the tissue and distributed tactile information is naturally available. In minimally invasive procedures, insufficient tactile feedback makes lump localization and assessment extremely challenging [8] and in some cases can greatly limit the surgeon's ability to stage the disease [9] .
Tactile displays have been proposed to provide tactile feedback to a surgeon. Perhaps the most common type of existing tactile display is the "pin-array" tactile display, driven by a range of actuation technologies, including shape memory alloys [10] , [11] and piezoelectrics [12] . Although pin-array displays can recreate a broad range of stimuli upon the finger pad, their bulk [13] and complex electromechanical designs do not satisfy the requirements for implementation on a robot-assisted surgical system; namely, a practical system must occupy a small footprint (for integration on a master-side manipulator), and not impede the motion or dexterity of the master manipulators. Few studies have demonstrated tactile displays capable of integration within an RMIS system [14] , [15] .
The size and weight constraints of RMIS have driven the development of novel pneumatically actuated displays, which do not require a mechanical assembly at the point of contact with the user's skin and therefore typically operate with less hardware (and size) than other tactile displays. Existing pneumatic displays use arrays of air-filled tubes to push a membrane [16] , balloons [17] , [18] , or pins [19] , [20] directly against the finger. Although the valves to control such devices are typically located upstream from the display, significant tubing is required to control each display "element" of the array individually.
A very different approach was proposed by Inoue et al. [21] , in which a single nozzle directs a high-flow air jet onto a flexible membrane beneath the finger pad. Here, the term "air jet" describes air flowing from a nozzle over some distance until it impinges on the membrane. The authors demonstrate that a user can feel a lump due to the pressure on the membrane, and the size of the lump can be controlled by the distance between the nozzle and the membrane. One disadvantage of this approach is that the entire membrane is displaced by the air jet, not just the local lump area.
We propose a pneumatic air-jet approach in which pressurized air impinges directly on the finger through a small circular aperture, creating a hemispherical "lump-like" indentation in the finger pad. The display has two control parameters: 1) the supply pressure of the air, and 2) the size of the aperture through which the air escapes. These two variables, controlled independently, are meant to control the perceived hardness and size of the lump, respectively.
An air jet that impinges directly on the skin, like the one described in this work, evokes a sensation that mimics feeling a lump directly, as opposed to feeling a lump embedded in tissue. Depending on the application, it may be desirable to display lumps directly to enhance sensation. (Alternatively, a membrane approach may be preferred due to its potential for realism in an application such as surgical simulation.) The direct air-jet approach remains largely uncharacterized as a haptic stimulus both quantitatively and psychophysically. Previous psychophysical research for pneumatic stimuli is largely limited to the aforementioned non-air-jet type display mechanisms, including studies on pneumatic tactile cues [16] and evaluations of pneumatic tactile displays [18] , [20] . In this work, we characterize the direct air-jet stimulus through several means, including 1) an analytical model based on fluid dynamics, 2) a quantitative study measuring the display output directly using capacitive tactile sensors, and 3) perceptual experiments to determine the smallest changes in supply pressure and aperture size that are detectable to the human finger.
DESIGN AND CHARACTERIZATION

Lump Display and Measurement Apparatus
The lump display and measurement apparatus consist of four main components:
1. an electronically controlled air pressure regulator, 2. a set of interchangeable acrylic "aperture plates," each with a different aperture diameter, 3. a tactile sensor array to measure the resulting impingement pressure, and 4. mass flow meters to measure the air flow rates in the system. Together these components yield an apparatus for which aperture size, exit velocity, and impingement pressure of a single air jet can be controlled and measured (Fig. 1) .
The electronically controlled pneumatic regulator (SMC-ITV2031-21N2L4, SMC Corporation, Noblesville, IN) provides step-less control of air pressure (0.05-0.5 MPa) proportional to an electrical signal (0-5 V), with a maximum flow rate of 1,500 L/min. Linearity between the input signal and set pressure is within AE1 percent full scale (F.S.), hysteresis within AE0:5 percent F.S., and sensitivity within 0.2 percent F.S. Two mass flow meters (C100L-DD-3-0V1-SV1-PVIC-V1-SO-CO-GS, Sierra Instruments, Monterey, CA) were placed in parallel upstream of the pressure regulator to record flow rates.
The aperture size was set manually using one of seven distinct acrylic aperture plates (5.4 mm thick) ranging from 1.0-4.5 mm in aperture diameter (Table 1) . A single aperture plate was clamped to the underside of the apparatus with the aperture centered over the air source, separated by a rubber O-ring to create an airtight seal. The regulatorsupplied air was forced through the aperture and directed onto the surface of the tactile sensor array.
The tactile sensor array is composed of three adjacent smaller sensors (DigiTacts, Pressure Profile Systems, Los Angeles, CA) each containing 24 sensing elements, that together form a 6 Â 12 array of tactile sensing elements, occupying a total footprint of 12 Â 25 mm (Fig. 1 (left) ). The sensors are capacitive and provide a linear response with a sensing range of 0-0.14 N/mm 2 and a sensitivity of 6:9 Â 10 À4 N/mm 2 . The sensor array was centered 14 mm beneath the aperture.
Air-Jet Theory
The air-jet lump display can be described using standard fluid mechanics models. A jet is defined as a system in which a fluid (e.g., air) issues unidirectionally from a localized source into a quiescent fluid. With the downstream movement of the fluid, the jet spreads laterally, and its peak velocity decreases, as the initial jet fluid momentum diffuses conservatively into the ambient fluid.
The nature of the momentum diffusion is governed by the jet Reynolds number, which can be defined as Re ¼ U 0 D=, where U 0 is the jet speed at the exit, D is the exit diameter, and is the kinematic viscosity of the jet fluid. Here, we estimate U 0 as the jet bulk velocity, Q=A, where Q is the volumetric flow rate of the jet fluid, which we measure explicitly, and A is the nozzle cross-sectional area. For low Re (relatively low jet momentum), the flow is laminar, and diffusion is primarily viscous. For high Re (high jet momentum), the flow is turbulent, and diffusion is driven by the random, turbulent transport of fluid parcels at small scales. In the present work, Re ranges from 0.25-1.25Â10
5 , indicating that the jet is turbulent. The impinging turbulent jet flow here evolves through three distinct regions (Fig. 2) . The "flow establishment" region immediately downstream of the jet nozzle (1), which includes the "potential core," is where the turbulent jet properties initially develop and there remain regions of the jet fluid that are unmixed with the surrounding fluid. In the "developed" region (2), the turbulent jet shows a selfsimilar form for the radial profile of the axial velocity, and also exhibits asymptotic scaling for jet spread and decay of centerline velocity [22] . In particular, the jet spreads linearly with the axial distance from the nozzle, x, which can be written as
where the jet width, 1 2 ðxÞ, is the radial distance from the centerline to the point where the axial velocity profile drops to half its maximum value, and x o is the virtual origin.
The jet maximum axial velocity (which occurs on the centerline) decays inversely with x as
where U C ðxÞ is the jet centerline velocity at a distance x from the jet nozzle, and B is an empirical constant called the velocity decay coefficient [23] . Finally, in the impingement region (3), the flow is altered by the presence of the plate. One can reasonably approximate the pressure on the plate using inviscid flow theory. In particular, the peak pressure occurs on the jet centerline, where the mean velocity at the plate is zero.
Some of the present run conditions, particularly for the smallest aperture sizes, show supersonic jet bulk velocities. This complicates mixing properties immediately outside the jet exit by introducing compressibility effects. We assume here that entrainment of ambient air allows us to neglect the effects of compressibility at the downstream location of the tactile array.
The model described here serves primarily to define the expected behavior of the air jet in terms of flow, velocity, and rate of jet expansion, depending on the region of jet development. The quantitative results (Section 2.4) reveal that the jet exhibits no unexplainable properties and behaves according to jet theory, which gives confidence that the subsequent psychophysical experiments were performed with a known, well-characterized jet.
Quantitative Characterization
Measurement
To determine the complex relationships between the air supply pressure, the aperture size, and the resulting jet velocity and impingement pressure, tactile sensors measured impingement pressure using every combination of seven aperture sizes and seven supply pressures (Table 1) . A tactile sensor measurement occurred at 35 Hz for 30 s, after which recording stopped and the sensor was zeroed with a new baseline. For each aperture size, measurements began with the smallest selected supply pressure (10 psig) and proceeded in ascending order followed by descending order of supply pressure measurements. Afterward, two mass flow meters measured the flow rate under the same experimental conditions.
Analysis
A "tactile image" was formed from each measurement by averaging sensor element values across the duration of the measurement. Each resulting tactile image was evaluated in terms of the peak pressure value (Fig. 3 (left) ) and the distributed pressure profile. The column of tactile image values containing the peak pressure value were used to analyze the resulting pressure profile distribution ( Fig. 3  (right) ). In all cases, the peak pressure element and column are expected to be near the center of the tactile sensor array since the air jet was centered over the sensors. Although using a column of sensor elements provides fewer points for curve fitting, it ensures that the elements used span a single sensor, thus eliminating intersensor variability. Measuring the display output in this manner allows for comparison between empirically measured results and those predicted by the jet theory model ( (1) and (2)). Additionally, the quantitative results are required for establishing the desired pressures for the perceptual experiments. Fig. 4 shows the results for the tactile sensor peak pressure as a function of jet exit velocity. Each line represents a specific aperture diameter, D. As expected, the sensor peak pressure correlates positively with the jet exit velocity for each value of D. However, the data show that as D decreases, the sensor peak pressure for a given jet exit velocity also decreases. The sensitivity to aperture size is particularly strong for the smaller D values (D1-D4). This is likely due to the fixed distance, H, between the jet exit and the sensor array, which means that the dimensionless impingement ratio, H=D, increases as D decreases. For larger H=D, the jet momentum undergoes greater diffusion into the ambient air, resulting in lower local flow velocities and thus reducing the peak pressures at the sensor surface.
Tactile Sensor Results
Tactile Image Peak Pressure
Tactile Image Gaussian Fitting
Fig . 5 shows the pressure profiles obtained from the column of tactile sensor elements containing the peak pressure value. Since the static pressure profile of an air jet at an impinging surface is approximately Gaussian [24] , a twodimensional Gaussian curve was fitted to these averaged pressure profiles (Fig. 3 ) using an unconstrained nonlinear minimization of the sum of squared residuals. The Gaussian curve is written
where is the amplitude of the curve, represents the centering of the curve with respect to the tactile sensor array, and defines the spatial spread, or standard deviation, of the curve. Each individual plot in Fig. 5 represents the pressure profile and curve fit for a specific aperture size and supply pressure. Plots with shaded backgrounds indicate measurements for which the specified supply pressure was not completely attainable. In general, the magnitude of the curve (and the total sensor pressure force) increases as the supply pressure increases, as expected. To quantitatively assess the change in pressure profile shape as a function of the stimulus parameters, we evaluated the Gaussian parameters over the span of supply pressures and aperture sizes used in the study. Fig. 6a shows the amplitude () of the Gaussian curve fits. Fig. 6b shows the spatial spread () of each Gaussian fit. Two important observations can be made from these data: First, increases monotonically as aperture size increases, with few exceptions. Second, for a single aperture size, is largely independent of the supply pressure. Fig. 6c shows r 2 values for each fit, indicating how closely the Gaussian curves fit the tactile sensor pressure profile data. Results indicate that as aperture size increases, r 2 values decrease rapidly, especially for smaller supply pressures. This may be explained by two factors: First, when the downstream impingement distance (H) is less than 4-5 times as large as the aperture diameter (D), the impingement occurs in the potential core of the flow establishment region, where the flow profile has not yet become Gaussian [22] . Second, at lower supply pressures, the sensor signal-to-noise ratio is at a minimum, allowing the sensor noise to dominate the prescribed fit of the curve.
The Gaussian term in (3) describes the offset distance between the center of the Gaussian fit with respect to the center of the tactile sensor array. This term might physically represent the position error during placement of the aperture over sensor array. In all cases, this error was within AE0:5 mm. Fig. 7 shows Gaussian fits for supply pressure P4 (40 psig). Plot ordinates are nondimensionalized by (left) and by the area under each Gaussian curve, A c (right). Upper row plots show actual position on the abscissae, while lower plot abscissae are nondimensionalized by .
The width of a Gaussian curve described by (3) at a height of =2 is referred to as the full-width Traces with fewer points contained peak pressures that were not attainable at the specified aperture size. at half-maximum, and is denoted here by 2b. Fig. 8 shows the nondimensionalized variation of 2b=H. For larger H=D, b is proportional to H (linear fit, R 2 ¼ 0:99), indicating a linear rate of jet expansion with increasing distance from the source, as the jet theory model predicts. For H=D 5 (i.e., for impingements of the potential core occurring in the flow establishment region), 2b=D approaches a value of 1. Fig. 8 also shows data from Tu et al. [24] acquired from a plane jet over a slightly larger range of H=D, which compares favorably with the measured data of the air-jet lump display.
PERCEPTUAL EXPERIMENTS
Subjects
All participants in this study were right-handed volunteers and gave informed consent to perform psychophysical experiments. No subjects reported physical limitations that would affect their ability to perform the experiment tasks. All data collected in this study were approved by The Johns Hopkins University Homewood Institutional Review Board. The three perceptual experiments performed in this study are summarized in Table 2 .
Common Setup
Subjects were seated with the right index finger fixed in a finger holder, palm down, with the center of the distal finger pad exposed and centered over the aperture (Fig. 10 (left) ). A skin-safe adhesive tape (Trutape LLC) was applied along the back of the index finger spanning from the fingernail to the base of the finger to restrict joint movement about the interphalangeal joints. The distance from the exposed finger pad to the aperture was fixed at 14 mm, consistent with the distance used in the tactile sensor experiment. 
Open
We conducted a preliminary perceptual experiment to evaluate how effectively the air-jet display could produce a compelling lump percept. Subjects were provided with four different air-jet stimuli fA P 1 ; A P 2 ; B P 1 ; B P 2 g, summarized in Table 3 . Supply pressures required to produce the desired peak pressures are also indicated.
The experiment administrator alternated the stimulus between the two aperture sizes (A or B) and the two pressure stimulus levels (P 1 or P 2) as verbally requested by the subject. At all times, subjects could view the current stimulus parameters on a computer display. Subjects were allowed to experience each stimulus as many times as desired (each stimulus lasted 1.5 seconds), including small lateral movements. After subjects deemed their exploration of the four experiment stimuli sufficient, they were asked to draw on paper the profile of the shape they perceived during interaction with each stimulus.
Results
Eight of the ten subjects drew lump-like shapes for all four stimuli, similar to those drawn by subject 5 (Fig. 9a) . Subject 1 drew a rectangular shape for stimulus B P 1 but with rounded corners (Fig. 9b) , while Subject 10 drew a sharp triangular profile for stimulus B P 2 and a wide rectangular profile for stimulus B P 1 (Fig. 9c) . The results suggest that the majority of subjects perceived profiles that were curved in shape, many of them resembling a Gaussian curve. Equally important, most subjects correctly varied their depictions of the profile amplitude and width between the four different stimuli, suggesting that they perceived changes in the applied pressure level and pressure profile width, which are important for displaying lumps of different perceived hardness and size, respectively. The subsequent psychophysical experiments in this study investigated the smallest increments in stimulus parameters required for subjects to notice differences in lump profile perception.
Psychophysical Method and Analysis
We conducted two psychophysical experiments to determine the just noticeable difference (JND) for both supply pressure (Section 3.5) and aperture size (Section 3.6). The psychophysical procedure and analysis common to both experiments are described in this section.
Psychophysical Method
We used the psychophysical method of constant stimuli and followed a two-alternative forced choice protocol in which subjects received pairs of distinct stimuli to the finger pad. Each stimulus pair consisted of a reference stimulus (RS) and a comparison stimulus (CS), always presented in random order. Subjects were asked to indicate which stimulus produced the larger pressure percept (JND pressure experiment) or had a perceived larger contact area upon the finger pad (JND aperture size experiment). A single trial consisted of the first stimulus (1.5 s), an interstimulus interval (ISI), and the second stimulus (1.5 s), followed by the subject's response. An external monitor displayed "1" or "2" during the presentation of the first or second stimulus, respectively, followed by "Respond Now" at the conclusion of stimulus pair. Subjects submitted their response ("1" or "2") using an external numerical keypad, with their responses being stored and written to a file. Subjects were permitted to experience a particular stimulus pair as many times as necessary by pressing any other key, which would repeat the previous stimulus pair. For both experiments, the comparison stimuli were equally spaced about the RS. The minimum and maximum CS were chosen in a preliminary study such that they were almost Fig. 9 . Subject interpretation of open response paradigm stimuli. Subjects experienced four unique stimuli spanning a wide range of aperture size and output pressure, after which they were asked to draw the perceived indentation shape on their finger pad. Three subjects' renderings are shown here for each of the four stimuli. Alphanumeric characters used by subjects to denote scaling are shown in typeset to improve clarity. always judged as less than or greater than the RS, respectively. Prior to the experiment, subjects were trained briefly using manually selected stimulus pairs. These responses were not recorded.
Analysis
A subject's response proportion (P ) was computed for each stimulus level and expressed as P ¼ P y i =n, where y i ¼ 1 if the CS was perceived as greater than the RS, and y i ¼ 0 otherwise, and n is the number of pairwise discriminations performed for each CS. A psychometric function was fit to each data set using the pypsignifit toolbox version 3.0, with the default logistic function, which implements the maximum-likelihood method described by Wichmann and Hill [25] , [26] . The pypsignifit toolbox was also used to evaluate the goodness of fit for each curve in terms of deviance and deviance residuals, as further described by Frü nd et al. [27] . The lower and upper difference thresholds occur where the CS is judged to be greater than the RS 25 and 75 percent of the time, respectively. Each reported JND was computed by averaging the lower and upper difference thresholds.
Pressure JND Experiment and Results
The aim of this experiment was to determine the minimum change in air supply pressure corresponding to a JND in perceived pressure at each aperture size. The experiment consisted of five levels, one for each of the five aperture sizes tested (1.3, 1.6, 1.9, 2.2, 2.5 mm). The order of aperture sizes tested was randomized for each subject. Each stimulus pair consisted of a RS of 45 psig (310.3 kPag) and one of seven equally spaced CS ranging from 30 to 60 psig (206.8-314.7 kPag), separated by an ISI of 500 ms. Each level consisted of 168 paired stimuli (7 CS Â 24 pairwise discriminations) presented randomly, and lasted approximately 15 minutes, with at least a two-minute break between levels. Subjects wore in-ear headphones playing white noise and over-ear hearing protection to prevent auditory cues (Fig. 10 (top) ). An additional finger brace fastened around the back of the finger secured the finger to the holder and prevented motion of the proximal interphalangeal joint.
The pressure JND data presented here are from a preliminary study (Bianchi et al. [28] ). In this work, we analyze the results using a newer pypsignifit toolbox version 3.0 for python (http://psignifit.sourceforge.net/), which are reported in Table 4 . Each numerical result is the pressure JND obtained from the psychometric function fit to that data set using the pypsignifit toolbox. JND values for pressure range from 19.6-24.4 kPag. The mean JND pressure values monotonically decrease as the aperture size increases. A multilinear regression of the mean pressure JND levels against the experiment levels returns r 2 ¼ 0:99 and p < 0:001, indicating a significant correlation between the aperture size and the pressure JND. This result is considered in more detail in the discussion.
Aperture Size JND Experiment and Results
The aim of this experiment was to determine the minimum change in aperture size corresponding to a JND in perceived size at a fixed peak pressure on the finger pad. Subjects were asked to perform the experiment at three separate levels, one for each selected peak pressure (10, 30, 50 kPag) . Each stimulus pair consisted of a RS of 2.75 mm and one of five equally spaced CS, which are summarized along with the supply pressures used for each level in Table 5 . The ISI was slightly longer for this experiment (1.5 s) to account for motor movement between aperture sizes. Each level of the experiment consisted of 120 paired-stimulus trials (5 CS Â 24 pairwise discriminations) presented randomly, and lasted approximately 15 minutes. Subjects wore 32-dB reduction ear plugs and over-ear noise canceling headphones playing white noise to prevent auditory cues. For this experiment, the index finger was allowed to move horizontally approximately 3 mm in each direction, thus allowing the index finger to explore the stimulus size while maintaining a fixed stimulus-finger distance.
Since the focus of this experiment was to understand perceptual changes in the size of the stimulus, it was crucial to decouple perceived pressure and size so subjects were only making judgments about the aperture size (and not the changes in perceived pressure). This required using separately calculated supply pressure levels for each aperture size tested. The tactile measurements allow this relationship to be determined empirically because it relates the supply pressures, aperture sizes, and the resulting peak impingement pressures in the same data set. Supply pressure levels for each aperture size were calculated by selecting a constant peak pressure and interpolating to find the necessary supply pressures to achieve that particular peak pressure.
For this experiment, additions were made to the experimental apparatus described in Section 3.2. The experimental apparatus (Fig. 10 (right) ) consisted of a linear actuator (Firgelli L16, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada) connected to a 5.4-mm-thick acrylic plate with the five CS aperture sizes (Table 5 ). The acrylic plate slides in a track along the direction of motor actuation over the air supply aperture. An O-ring seated in the base sliding track created an airtight seal between the base and the acrylic plate when the system was pressurized, forcing all supplied air through the acrylic plate aperture. A voltage signal controlled the stroke distance of the linear actuator that moved the acrylic plate between aperture sizes (20 mms À1 max speed). Predetermined voltage values corresponding to linear actuator stroke positions allowed the acrylic plate apertures to be placed over the source aperture accurately and repeatably. Motor movement vibrations generated while moving between aperture sizes were difficult to perceive. Trials with closely spaced apertures were buffered with additional motor movement to make vibrations similar enough in duration to be safely ignored.
Aperture size JND values are obtained by the procedure described in Section 3.4.2 and are reported in Table 6 . Mean values for aperture size JND range from 0.50-0.66 mm. A multilinear regression of the mean JND values to the experiment levels returns r 2 ¼ 0:52 and p ¼ 0:49, indicating no significant correlation between the supply pressure and the subjects' sensitivity to changes in perceived lump size.
DISCUSSION
4.1 Air-Jet Design and Characterization 4.1.1 Air-Jet Impingement Surface A significant body of literature describes jet impingement on a hard, flat surface or plate. In this work, the tactile sensor array serves as a flat impinging surface, making these prior results a reasonable reference for comparison to the data obtained in this study. However, the intended target of the pneumatic lump display is the human finger, which is (by comparison) not firm or flat, but exhibits compliance and curvature that change the local shape of the finger as it is stimulated. While the tactile sensor array characterizes the display output and captures the isolated effects of the control parameters upon the output, the psychophysical studies implicitly account for complex factors such as skin compliance, finger curvature, and perceptual capabilities as a function of the stimulus parameters.
Jet Spread Rate
For approximately H=D > 5, the jet expansion rate is effectively linear (r 2 ¼ 0:99), consistent with jet theory [24] . [30] , [31] . An important consideration in this comparison to previous work is that the jet spread rate, S, was defined in earlier studies by the radial width of the profile at half of the centerline velocity. Since velocity in the jet flow was not measured in this study, the width of the Gaussian pressure profile at half of the maximum impingement pressure was used instead. Further comparisons of this width metric to [24] show that the air-jet lump display expands in a comparable manner over a similar range of dimensionless impingement ratios (Fig. 8) .
Implications for Air-Jet Lump Display Control
Results from Fig. 6 have important implications for the control of an air-jet lump display mechanism. Fig. 6a indicates that the amplitude, or desired peak impingement pressure (), of the display is affected by both the aperture size and the supply pressure. The curves on this plot represent the "display-space" of the mechanism given the current range of parameters and describes the space of achievable peak impingement pressures. Changes in peak impingement pressure are most sensitive to changes in aperture size at larger supply pressures. In contrast, Fig. 6b shows that the width of the pressure profile () is largely independent of supply pressure and is primarily a linear function of the aperture size. If psychophysical perception of lump size is indeed dictated by the width of the Gaussian pressure profile, then this result suggests that perceived lump size could be controlled only by adjusting the aperture size.
Potential for Use in Surgery
The air-jet lump display described in this work only requires a regulated air supply line and a simple mechanism to change aperture size. One such mechanism was investigated by the authors previously [32] , in which various apertures were placed circumferentially around a disk that quickly rotated over a central supply source to dynamically change the effective aperture size. This prototype demonstrated that the control principles of the air-jet lump display functioned effectively even when encased in a compact package. Other studies have demonstrated that novel devices can be made small enough to approach the size constraints imposed by RMIS integration [17] .
While the experiments in this work are limited to constant stimuli, the transient characteristics of the display are also important for a lump display in RMIS palpation, where the pressure profile produced upon the finger should change dynamically during palpation. The prototype in [32] demonstrated that the air pressure and aperture size can be dynamically changed together or independent of the opposite control parameter. Through informal testing, we found that the percepts generated on the finger are noticeably different as the stimulus control parameters are changed.
Psychophysical Studies
Effects of Temperature on Tactile Discrimination
In both the JND pressure and aperture size experiments, some subjects commented that their stimulated finger pads began to feel cold in the latter stages of the experiment. This is due to the increased rate of convective heat transfer from the finger to the ambient air as well as an increased rate of moisture evaporation from the skin. Previous research suggests that different populations of mechanoreceptors may differ in their susceptibility to thermal influence. For finger skin temperatures above 8 C, spatial and pressure discrimination remain relatively unaffected, although below this temperature deterioration occurs rapidly [33] , [34] . In contrast, cooler temperatures impair sensitivity to highfrequency vibration by decreasing sensitivity of Pacinian corpuscles, especially for stimulus frequency components greater than approximately 80 Hz [35] . Since this study did not directly evaluate thermal effects of air-jet stimulus perception, it is difficult to know to what extent thermal effects influenced experimental results. However, to prevent or minimize these types of effects, both psychophysics studies were broken into short blocks with subjects taking breaks in between blocks. Additionally, the order in which different experiment levels were performed was randomized, so that potential effects of finger skin temperature on tactile discrimination were minimized.
Contact Area and Pressure Discriminability
Results from the pressure JND study revealed a significant correlation (r 2 ¼ 0:99 and p < 0:001) between decreasing pressure JND and increasing aperture size. One explanation may be the size of the contact area that was stimulated by the air jet during discrimination. The mean spatial spread ( ) of the pressure profile curves at each aperture size used in the tactile sensor measurements was calculated (Fig. 11  (top) ), then prescribed a power function fit (r 2 ¼ 0:98).
Values of
for JND pressure aperture sizes were interpolated using the resulting fit equation.
As aperture size increases, the effective jet area upon the finger increases in proportion to ð =2Þ 2 . Therefore, larger aperture sizes produce an air jet with a larger impingement area on the finger pad, resulting in a larger number of mechanoreceptors being used for discrimination. A linear relationship (r 2 ¼ 0:98) exists between jet area and the mean pressure JND values (Fig. 11 (bottom) ), supporting the notion that experiencing the air-jet stimulus over a larger region of the skin (and mechanoreceptors) makes differential discrimination easier. 
Comparison to Known Human Limits
Tactile spatial resolution in the human fingerpad under conditions of static touch (i.e., without lateral scanning) is about 1 mm [36] , which corresponds closely to the distance between sensory receptor units at the fingertips. In the JND size experiment, subjects were allowed to scan their finger laterally with respect to the stimulus, which dynamically deforms the skin during movement. It is known that lateral scanning can improve tactile performance [37] , which may explain why our JND values (0.5-0.66 mm) are less than 1 mm. For additional comparison, Grant et al. [38] showed that the threshold for Braille dot discrimination was 0.58 mm, which compares favorably with our results.
CONCLUSIONS
An air-jet lump display is a promising technique to elicit the percept of feeling a lump with the bare finger. This display type is simple in design and can display a wide variety of lump-like pressure profiles to the finger by changing two control parameters (air supply pressure and aperture size). The quantitative results indicate that peak impingement pressure () is dependent on both supply pressure and aperture size, while the pressure profile width () is solely dependent on the aperture size.
The psychophysical studies reveal that perceivable changes in air jet aperture size (diameter) are on the order of $0:5-0:65 mm and are unaffected by the supply pressure. In contrast, perceivable changes in air-jet pressure range from $20-25 kPag, and are inversely correlated with the airjet aperture diameter and the resulting jet impingement contact area. The psychophysical JND values provide a benchmark for further development of tactile displays utilizing air-jet-based mechanisms, or other haptic technology using air jets. Furthermore, the thorough characterization of a single air jet as a haptic stimulus can improve future design and development of displays that use multiple air jets in an array (or other pattern) to produce more elaborate haptic stimuli, and stimulate regions of the skin larger than a single finger pad. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
